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BECOMING A LEGEND CALLS
FOR GENUINE PASSION.
AND THE RIGHT PARTNERS.

Gunn-Rita Dahle Flesjå
Team Multivan Merida

WHY DO YOU THINK SHE
SWEARS BY US?
Gunn-Rita Dahle Flesjå rides from one triumph to the next. And she’s driven not only by ambition but also
by the sheer pleasure she takes in sport. Even as a child, she was motivated by a love of achievement
and competition until she found her passion in life. As a mountain biker, she enjoys successes today she
would never have dreamt of then. Simply being better: that’s what MOTOREX stands for, too. Which is
why we’re the right partner for riders. Find more about how our lubricants help competitors from a vast
range of sporting disciplines in their quest for success: www.motorex.com
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REPORT

Together with KTM we are celebrating a very special anniversary: the original

10 years of KTM-MOTOREX collaboration

technical partnership agreements between MOTOREX and KTM were signed
at the end of 2002. By the beginning of 2003 we were already taking the first
steps in our collaboration. For ten years our partnership has grown slowly
and, like every good partnership, been allowed to mature over the years. Our
collaboration has allowed us to reach new dimensions in many different
areas. Read more about it in our report on page 10 as you dive into the fasci-
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EXPORT

nating world of KTM. You’ll discover that our partnership encompasses

The winning number is four:

many different areas, such as initial filling, development, marketing and of

TopKarMoto in the Czech Republic

course racing.

INSIDE

Over 120 shared world championship titles in a wide range of categories over

Making a MOTOREX drum

the past ten years, pioneering new lubricants and numerous development
projects are proof that both parties really understand our close collaboration.
As the slogan goes, if it says MOTOREX on the label, it’s MOTOREX inside!
And indeed, many KTM dealers all over the world insist on MOTOREX
lubricants and care products.
The orange and green colours have left powerful, pioneering tracks not only

INDUSTRY
18

A million times, precisely:

in racing, but also in the production and marketing of KTM motorbikes.

Easydec timepiece components

I’m looking forward to the next ten years.
I wish you pleasant reading of this equally diverse and varied MOTOREX
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Adielsson Motorsport:

Magazine!

Going for gold with MOTOREX

Ronald Kabella
Director of Powersports
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
PISTENBULLY® NOW
COMES WITH MOTOREX
The Swiss ofﬁces of Kässbohrer
Geländefahrzeug AG in Möriken,
Chur and Sion have been working
with the lubrication specialists at
MOTOREX for quite a while. Now the
company has decided to make
the collaboration with MOTOREX in
Switzerland ofﬁcial, using tried
and tested MOTOREX ALPINE LINE
operating ﬂuids like motor oil,
transmission ﬂuid, hydraulic oils,
etc. that meet speciﬁcations. Along
with the proven product range, it was
MOTOREX’s high degree of expertise
and comprehensive services that
clinched Kässbohrer Switzerland’s
decision. www.pistenbully.ch

BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE:
MOTOREX OILFINDER
Finding the right products and ﬁlling quantities for all common passenger

INTACT MX 50
PERFORMS MIRACLES

cars, delivery vans, motorcycles and ATVs with a few clicks… recently

Some are opened every day, others
barely once a year, but they all have
one thing in common – a high number
of moving parts give today’s windows
plenty of room to move. You can tilt
them, swing them, slide them up. And
it’s all easier if they’re well-lubricated.
MOTOREX INTACT MX 50 universal
spray is ideal for clean and convenient
lubrication of all moving parts.
Manufacturers often mark the
lubrication points with an oil drop
symbol. The active ingredient
effectively displaces water and
provides optimum lubrication along
with reliable protection against
corrosion. A little effort twice a year is
all it takes to keep your windows
functioning perfectly all year long.

if your model is listed. www.motorex.com/oilﬁnder

became possible on the MOTOREX website. Check out the link below to see

READY FOR THE FUTURE WITH MOTOREX
Visitors to the MOTOREX booth
at this year’s 83rd International
Motor Show in Geneva were in
for a surprise in the form of a
very special exhibit. Alluding
to an old movie favourite,
MOTOREX’s slogan for the auto
show was “Ready for the future
with MOTOREX”. The display to
go with it, featuring a genuine
original DeLorean, was a huge
hit with the many guests at the booth. Along with a wide selection of refreshments,
visitors also picked up the latest information on the comprehensive MOTOREX
product range for auto pros. It’s always a pleasure to see how many current and
future customers find their way to the MOTOREX booth in Geneva. Many thanks
for stopping by!
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SUZUKI BRAND TROPHY
FOLLOWS TREND

SPRING AWAKENING
WITH GARDEN TOOL CARE

Many auto enthusiasts, especially younger ones with an interest in sports, would love
to get involved in racing. Until recently this would have required a racing licence and
a hefty budget – until the Suzuki Grand Prix came along. Switzerland’s lowest-cost
brand trophy gives every competitor an equal chance in an off-the-shelf Suzuki Swift
Sport. The 2013 season calendar includes races at eleven locations. For the ﬁrst time
it will feature two mountain races and MOTOREX as lubricant partner. In addition,
Suzuki dealers will be able to order quality MOTOREX motor oils directly from FIBAG.
www.suzukiautomobile.ch

WISHING TOM LÜTHI A SPEEDY RECOVERY

Many garden tools come out of
winter storage to be used again in
the spring. It pays off to treat blades,
joints, moving parts and generally
all metal parts first with the new
GARDEN TOOL CARE spray from
MOTOREX. The rapidly biodegradable
active ingredient optimally cleans,
lubricates and protects garden tools
against corrosion. Tools treated
with GARDEN TOOL CARE work better
and are better protected during the
winter months. And the propellantfree 250-ml pump spray even
protects the environment. Available as
of May from your MOTOREX partner.

RACING BOOKLET 2013

When MOTOREX let visitors to its
booth at the Swiss-Moto trade show
in Zurich use the guest book to leave
personal get-well wishes for Tom

1/13 I APRIL 2013

Lüthi, the affable motorbike racer was
touched. Through no fault of his own,
Tom had injured his right elbow, upper arm and shoulder in an accident
during a test in Valencia. He started
physical therapy soon after undergoing surgery and hopes to be back
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fighting for world championship
points at the ﬁrst European Grand
Prix in Jerez on May 5. As a loyal
partner, MOTOREX and Tom’s many
friends (photo: Moto2 rider Dominique

RACING
Schedules 2013

Aegerter) wish him a quick and full
recovery. www.tomluethi.ch
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WHAT’S NEW

CLEAN & CARE FOR

A 360° SHINE
For many bikers and motorcycle pros, admiring a gleaming machine after a thorough
cleaning is the icing on the cake of the whole motorbike experience. To make it a
complete success, MOTOREX brings three new products to the biking world, just in
time for the new season.

THE NEW 360° MOTO CLEAN:
SPRAYS EVEN WHEN UPSIDE DOWN!
Every improvement focuses on time-saving, ma-

new continuously adjustable atomizer nozzle

terial-saving cleaning. When it’s time to clean the

lets you distribute the cleaner even more ﬁnely

grime off your bike as efﬁciently as possible, you

than before. A resized pump mechanism now

need a special motorcycle cleaner like MOTO

moves a larger quantity of cleaner with each

CLEAN. With improved active ingredients and an

stroke so you don’t have to pump as often.

optimized formula, MOTO CLEAN powerfully
cleans the entire motorbike – and it’s biodegrada-

• new and improved all-in-one cleaner

ble! It’s ideal for dissolving impurities like insects,

• new formula with lower pH

brake dust and tar. With good penetration and

• better product distribution

optimized adhesion, it now covers and sticks

over the surface

to surfaces even better. But MOTO CLEAN won’t

• improved adhesion

corrode rubber, chrome, plastic or paint.

• very safe for rubber, plastic and metal
• ready-to-use, can be diluted

There are also several improvements in how it’s

with water at up to 1:3 depending

used: The special 360° spray mechanism on the

on the amount of dirt

one-litre atomizer bottle allows you to use every
last drop in any position – even upside-down. The
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• new one-litre 360° atomizer bottle
works at all angles

WASHING WITHOUT WATER:

MOTOREX QUICK CLEANER
If you’ve ever ridden your freshly

QUICK CLEANER is also ideal for

polished machine to a biker gather-

a quick clean between regular

ing, you’ve probably seen the long

washes. QUICK CLEANER also comes

faces as the riders dismount and

with the handy 360° spray mecha-

see what road dirt, tar, water, in-

nism from MOTOREX.

sects and even cow manure have
done to their clean ride. What to

• new MOTOREX quick
motorbike cleaner

do? Since water isn’t always handy
and time is short, the solution is

• no water needed

the new QUICK CLEANER from

• cleans plastic parts,

MOTOREX. This simple yet effec-

windshields, glass,

tive cleaner cleans every surface of

paint and metal

your motorcycle quickly and gently

• removes insects, dust and dirt

without the need for water. Just

• makes parts shine while
water rolls off

spray QUICK CLEANER on the cold
motorbike, let it soak in for a few

• very safe for rubber,
plastic and metal

minutes, then polish the surfaces
with a soft cotton cloth or paper

• new 500-ml 360° atomizer

towel. The result is convincing.

bottle works at all angles

GUARDIAN ANGEL:

MOTO PROTECT
The new MOTO PROTECT guaran-

PROTECT’s penetration characteris-

tees long-lasting corrosion-proof-

tics make it effective even in hard-

ing and the best possible protection

to-reach spots. It’s so easy to use

for different types of surfaces. It

that you can even hold the practical

protects surfaces against dust and

500-ml spray can upside-down. •

dirt, displaces moisture and provides top-notch protection against

• the new anti-corrosion spray

corrosion by forming a thin ﬁlm of

• protection and care

oil. Spraying Motocross and Enduro

for all motorcycles

bikes with MOTO PROTECT before

• ideal for long-term storage

taking them off-road also makes

and before off-road use

them much easier to clean after-

• suitable for paint, chrome

wards thanks to the protective oil

and all metals

film. MOTO PROTECT is equally

• very good corrosion-prooﬁng

suitable for painted surfaces and

• easy to use

for chrome and bare metal. It is

• 500-ml spray can works

safe for rubber and plastic. MOTO
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TECHNICAL GREASES

With a broad selection of lubricant greases,
MOTOREX offers the right solution for every
application. Most products are available in
a range of container sizes.

GREASES:

PERFECTLY LUBRICATED
As long as MOTOREX has been in business, technical greases have been a major part
of our basic product range. Our selection of greases currently includes over 30 products
for a wide range of applications.
Technical greases are made up of three components:

such as resistance to aging, protection against corrosion

a base oil, thickener and additives. To put it simply,

and wear and pressure resistance.

lubricant greases can be regarded as condensed oils.
The thickener consists of sponge-like structures that

MULTITALENTED GREASE

hold the oil and release it when needed. Various addi-

Not surprisingly, lubricant greases must do a good job of

tives are used to ﬁne-tune the properties of the grease

lubricating, but they are also expected to protect parts
against wear and corrosion, form protective seals and in
some cases aid in assembly. Expectations are manifold
and the conditions in which they are used could hardly
be more varied. That’s why MOTOREX offers over 30
different specific grease products, each one perfectly
designed for a particular task.

THE RIGHT CHOICE
Which MOTOREX technical grease is right for your
application depends on what it will be used for and
on the machine or vehicle manufacturer’s published
speciﬁcations. A universal grease is generally only suited for standard lubrication jobs such as hinges. If specifRegular lubrication according to a lubrication plan using the right MOTOREX
grease dispenser is part of every conscientious maintenance program.
The machine will reward you with high dependability and a long service life.

8

ic properties are needed, only the right product will
deliver them. You can depend on qualiﬁed advice from
MOTOREX to make the right choice. •

MOTOREX TECHNICAL GREASES

Application indication

Speed factor = n x d
n = revolutions per minute
d = diameter in mm

Thickener

Operating
temperature
in °C

Bearing speed

Additives

Roller bearings

Slide bearings

Waterprooﬁng

Corrosionprooﬁng

DIN 51502

GREASE 14
COPPER PASTE
GREASE 112
GRAPHITE GREASE
GREASE 170 M
LITHIUM GREASE with MoS2
GREASE 174
FLUID GEAR GREASE
GREASE 176 GP
MULTI-PURPOSE GREASE
GREASE 177
CENTRAL LUBRICATING
GREASE
GREASE 182
HIGH-TEMPERATURE GREASE
GREASE 183
ANTI-SEIZE
GREASE 189 EP
LITHIUM GREASE
GREASE 190 EP
LITHIUM GREASE
GREASE 194
HIGH-TEMPERATURE GREASE
GREASE 218 M
LITHIUM GREASE, MoS2 3%
GREASE 219
LITHIUM GREASE WITH PTFE
GREASE 223
VASELINE
GREASE 628
WHITE GREASE
GREASE 1218
GEAR WHEEL/CABLE GREASE
GREASE 2000
LONG-LIFE GREASE
GREASE 3000
UNIVERSAL HIGHPRESSURE GREASE
GREASE 3800 TS
LONG-LIFE GREASE
GREASE 4000
PLANTOGEL
GREASE 4600
BIO SEALING GREASE
GREASE 5100
LOW-TEMPERATURE GREASE
GREASE 5200
CARRYING CABLE
SADDLE GREASE
ALPINE TOP GLIDE
CARRYING CABLE
SADDLE GREASE

Application

NLGI grade

Name

2

Li

–40 /+900

–

I

–

–

+

++

–

2

Ca

–20 /+110

–

I

–

+

++

+

KF2G-20

2

Li

–30 /+120

x

III

+

++ o

o

KPF2K-30

00

Li

–30 /+120

xx

I

o

o

–

+

GP00K-30

2

Li

–25 /+120

xx

II

+

+

+

+

KP2K-20

00/000

Li

–50 /+120

x

I

o ++ o

o

GP00/000G-50

3

1)

–15 /+150

x

II

+

o

+

+

K3P-15

Asphalt pavers, cement plants,
hay drying plants

2

Al –20 /+1100

–

III

–

o

+

+

–

Hydraulic and pneumatic picks

1

Li

–20 /+120

xx

I

++

+

+

+

KP1K-20

2

Li

–30 /+120

xx

I

++

+

+

+

KP2K-30

3

Li

–30 /+160

xx

II ++

+

+

++

KP3P-30

2

Li

–20 /+120

x

III

+

++ o

o

KPF2K-20

2

Li

–20 /+150

x

II

+

++

+

++

KPF2P-20

–

2)

–10 /+40

–

▲

–

–

+

+

–

2

Li

–30 /+120

xxx

II

+

++ ++

++

KLF2K-30

2

Li

–15 /+120

–

II

–

o ++

++

KPF2K-10

2

Ca

–30 /+120

x

III ++ ++ ++

++

KP2K-30

2

Li

–30 /+150

+

++

KP2N-30

Wheel bearing grease,
high-speed ball and needle bearings

2

Li

–30 /+140

x

II ++ ++

+

+

KP2N-30

Pulleys on aerial lifts

2

LiCa

–40 /+120

xx

II

+

+

+

+

KPE2K-40

2–3

Ca

–20 /+100

–

I

–

–

++

+

ME2-3G-20

2

Ca

–50 /+100

xxx

II ++ ++ ++

+

K2G-50

2

Ca

–30 /+120

x

II

–

+

++

++

KP2K-30

1–2

3)

–30 /+180

x

II

–

+

++

++

xxx III ++ ++

RPM speed factor
xxx = high < 350,000
xx = moderate < 150,000
x = slow < 50,000
– = none

Additives
III = many
II = moderate
I = few
▲ = none

Assembly paste for bolts and screws
Fifth-wheel couplings, leaf springs and
spindles
Slide bearings on construction equipment,
cranes, agricultural machinery
Spur and bevel gear drives,
worm gear and industrial gearboxes
Slide and roller bearings in agricultural and
construction equipment
Central lubrication systems for trucks
and construction equipment

Slide and roller bearings in equipment,
machinery and vehicles
Slide and roller bearings in equipment,
machinery and vehicles
Telma brakes, truck wheel bearings
Construction equipment,
good emergency operability
Heavy-duty roller and slide bearings
in construction equipment
Sealing grease, corrosion-prooﬁng grease,
assembly aid
Roller and slide bearings in machine
elements, two-wheelers
Open gearing, sprocket gears,
chains on excavators, cranes, etc.
Roller, slide and ball bearings,
strong adhesion, water-resistant

Wastewater treatment plants
(biodegradable)
Sealing grease (biodegradable),
main bearing seals
High-RPM roller and slide bearings
(electric motors)
Track cable saddles and roller chains
on aerial lifts

MFHC1-2R-30 Track cable saddles on aerial lifts
Suitability
++ = very good
+ = good
o = fair
– = not suitable

Thickener
Li = lithium
Ca = calcium
Al = aluminium
1) = bentonite
2) = vaseline
3) = polyresin

For questions on the lubricants listed or on speciﬁc applications, please contact your MOTOREX partner
or Technical Customer Service in Langenthal on +41 62 919 75 75.
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REPORT

KTM Sportmotorcycle AG corporate head ofﬁce and production site in Mattighofen, Austria. The company is
the global market leader in the off-road competition segment and also plays a dominant role in motor
racing. The many-layered collaboration between KTM and MOTOREX over the past ten years has been
a major factor guiding both companies’ development.

SUCCESS UNITES
KTM is unwavering in pursuing its corporate philosophy “Ready to Race” around the
world, continually adding innovative products to its portfolio. The company’s strategy
has been a clear winner. Whether in racing or vehicle manufacturing, being among
the best demands top performance every time. And that was the perfect starting point
for a technology partnership with the lubrication pros at MOTOREX. The two companies
have collaborated closely for over ten years, leaving an orange and green trail of
successes behind them.

10

Based in Mattighofen, Austria, KTM Sportmotorcycle

A DYNAMIC START

AG produces and develops race-ready off-road and street

When the relationship was ﬁrst formed in 2002, no one

motorcycles. KTM products are currently distributed

yet suspected how far it would reach. The first step

worldwide via 25 distributors and two joint ventures

was to analyse the KTM factory team’s lubrication

in Dubai and New Zealand to some 1,200 independent

needs and compile lubrication plans. Soon thereafter,

dealers. Since 1995 the HUSABERG motorcycle brand

following some testing, the first riders were taking

has also been part of KTM.

MOTOREX to the starting line of the world champion-

Superstar Tony Cairoli of Italy claims his third title in a row
in the MX1 motocross premier class world championship.

The direct collaboration between the two companies’ research and
development departments is especially fruitful.

There’s no halfway in racing: MOTOREX products are
tested relentlessly.

ships! Over time, the relationship proved so fruitful

through their paces on the engine test bench at full

that more and more areas of mutually beneficial

power for 100 hours each. In some cases oil tempera-

collaboration between the companies emerged. Today

tures measured 160 °C or higher. The oil has become an

the companies work together in the following four

important engineering factor in modern engine design.

areas:

Motor oil is an integral part of the overall concept and

• Development
• Racing
• OEM/factory ﬁlling
• Export markets

LUBRICANTS MADE TO ORDER
When KTM’s engine development know-how was com-

“The collaboration with MOTOREX
lets our engine development team work
even more efﬁciently.”
Wolfgang Felber, Head of Customer Racing KTM

bined with MOTOREX’s expertise in lubrication, a whole
new range of possibilities opened up. Opportunities

must meet precise speciﬁcations for top engine perfor-

emerged to quickly create precisely focused new prod-

mance, protection against wear and, not least, low fuel

ucts. Among the ﬁrst of these was CROSS POWER 4T SAE

consumption. MOTOREX’s complete motorcycle product

10W/60 high-performance motor oil, with which KTM

range has also been a major beneﬁt of the collaboration,

soon began filling stock motorbikes at the factory.

which has made it possible to continually review and

KTM’s high-RPM, high-torque four-stroke engines and

make any necessary improvements to every product,

wet clutches demanded top engine oil performance

from motor oil to chain spray to MOTOREX MOTOLINE

at several levels at once. Various formulas were put

helmet care products.
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REPORT CONTINUED

KTM applies what it learns from racing to mass production at all levels.
Pictured: Sandro Cortese, Moto3 world champion.

KTM ﬁlls all the engines and lubricated components at its
factory with MOTOREX.

RACING AS TEST LAB

KTM and HUSABERG have brought home an astonishing

What better environment for testing an engine and

120 world championship trophies in a wide range of

chassis to the extreme than a racetrack or off-road

categories – over half of all the world championships

racecourse? What better test lab for pre-market devel-

this fervent racing brand has ever won. Not to mention

opment? And what better way for engineers to show off

countless victories in national series. This string of

what they can do? KTM, MOTOREX and their entire

successes is testimony to the key role that racing has

workforces are driven by passion, fascination and the

long played for the KTM and MOTOREX brands. Motor

will to keep getting better.

sports offer the ideal environment for testing and improving the latest advances in materials and technology

MOTOREX motor sport lubricants are speciﬁcally designed

under the toughest conditions. That’s why KTM’s corporate

for the gruelling racing environment. It goes without

philosophy is “Ready to Race”. Insights gained in racing

saying that dependability and squeezing out every last

ﬂow directly into mass production.

drop of performance are key. Besides the factory teams,
private teams on KTM bikes are also keen to benefit

2012: A YEAR OF TRIUMPHS

from the development collaboration. That’s why various

2012 was KTM’s most successful racing year ever. Tony

special oils bearing the unmistakable orange KTM

Cairoli won his third title in a row in the MX1 world
championship and Jeffrey Herlings ﬁnished the MX2

“Only one can become world champion –
MOTOREX always has the best and
fastest solution in the ﬁeld of lubricants!”

season as overall champion for the ﬁrst time. US superstar

Pit Beirer, Head of Motorsports KTM

class took two titles in the Junior Motocross World

Ryan Dungey turned in an impressive performance to
claim the 450cc class title in the American Motocross
Championship while young Dutchman Caleb Grothues
in the 65cc class and Slovene Tim Gajser in the 125cc
Championship. In the Enduro world KTM is absolutely

racing label were developed. KTM’s motor racing de-

dominant. With Antoine Meo, Christobal Guerrero and

partment was involved in creating such racing ﬂuids as

Christophe Nambotin the Mattighof company claimed

the thoroughbred KTM RACING 4T SAE 10W/60 engine

the world championship title in all three classes, with

oil and state-of-the-art KTM RACING PRO 4T 5W/30,

Mathias Bellino even bringing home the juniors trophy

among others.

as well. And if any further proof of KTM’s and MOTOREX’s
hard-hitting power in motor racing is needed, the tri-
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120 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP TITLES

umphs of Sandro Cortese and numerous other KTM riders

During the past ten years of collaboration with MOTOREX,

in the Moto3 world championship in KTM’s ﬁrst year

With a total production volume of 107,000 motorcycles,
2012 was a record year for KTM and HUSABERG.

In the United States, KTM is the off-road brand – the US KTM motocross team
ensures racing success overseas.

back on the Grand Prix Sport circuit should ﬁt the bill.

It would seem that the secret of both companies’ success

That makes 7 world championships in one year! As soon

is their basic philosophy of always striving for better

as one race is over, the next is on the way, and just a

and better solutions. It is no accident that KTM last year

few days after the start of the new year KTM along with

sold more motorcycles than ever before. There is no

Cyril Despres and MOTOREX claimed the prize in the
Dakar Rally – the 12th triumph in a row in the toughest
race of all.

MOTOREX AS OEM
The exemplary collaboration involves continual pursuit

“For years KTM and MOTOREX have
been among the coolest labels on
the US off-road motorcycle scene.”
Jon Eric Burleson, KTM USA

of synergies, revealing new dimensions in lubricant
engineering and innovative solutions in engine and
component design. As a result, MOTOREX as OEM for

shortage of ideas and innovations, and the second decade

KTM is not really a sponsor, but more of a technology

of collaboration is already off to a promising start! •

partner. Needless to say, KTM uses MOTOREX lubricants

www.ktm.com

exclusively for series production and speciﬁes them in
all factory technical documentation, and they are used
by ofﬁcial KTM dealers worldwide.

WORLD TRAVELLING COMPANIONS
Today KTM is represented on every continent and in 65
countries around the globe. MOTOREX’s accomplishments
in liquid form are along for the ride. From the very
beginning, the collaboration with KTM has been highly
visible on racing motorbikes and in targeted marketing
activities. More recently countries that MOTOREX does
not yet serve have been supplied with the appropriate
MOTOREX lubricants and care products through the
KTM distribution network. This has piqued the interest
of quality-conscious motorcycle fans, and motivated
MOTOREX importers are emerging in new countries all
the time.
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Innovation is a key element of the KTM brand. KTM is the ﬁrst company
to offer a zero-emissions off-road sport motorcycle for sale.
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EXPORT

TopKarMoto s.r.o. depends on quality and on reliable partners like machine manufacturers Kässbohrer and Reform.
Together with the lubricant pros at MOTOREX they make a team of four sure winners.

THE WINNING NUMBER IS FOUR:
TOPKARMOTO IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Based in Žamberk, Czech Republic, TopKarMoto s.r.o. has been committed to quality
as long as it’s been in business. The company is official general representative for
the world-renowned Kässbohrer PistenBully®, Reform municipal and agricultural
equipment and MOTOREX lubricants.
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TopKarMoto s.r.o. was founded on November 1,

OVER 550 NEW MACHINES

2009 by Pavel Lipenský. It was an easy step for

TopKarMoto s.r.o.’s core competency is dealing in

the dynamic entrepreneur to take after receiv-

machines from the two manufacturers. The company

ing approval as general representative of Pisten-

also offers well-organized spare parts and customer

Bully® snow groomers and Reform municipal and

service. TopKarMoto customers can get everything

agricultural equipment. TopKarMoto represents

they need from one supplier and appreciate the

Reform not just in the Czech Republic, but in Slo-

advice provided by the company’s highly motivated

vakia as well. Having worked together for many

staff. Since the start of the collaboration with Kässbohrer

years, with Reform since 1997 and with Kässbohrer

and Reform, TopKarMoto s.r.o. has sold over 150 new

since 1999, the partners knew each other well – an

large Reform machines and over 400 new and used

ideal qualification for managing the brands suc-

PistenBullys®. The fact that the general importer’s

cessfully.

23-person team has many years of experience with

Reform vehicles and machines are some of the top sellers in the product
portfolio.

TopKarMoto sets the standard in infrastructure as well,
doing highly productive and professional work.

TopKarMoto has enjoyed many years of success with PistenBully®
snow groomers.

As importer for MOTOREX ALPINE and FARMER LINE,
TopKarMoto uses MOTOREX lubricants in its own workshop
and also supplies them directly to its customers.

both manufacturers and their technologies is certainly

in some machines, and TopKarMoto pays strict atten-

a key success factor.

tion to operating safety in all its equipment.

RECOMMENDED BY MOTOREX

By working with MOTOREX, TopKarMoto has strength-

TopKarMoto and MOTOREX became acquainted at the

ened its position with the global PistenBully® and Reform

InterMountain 2010 trade show in the Czech Republic.

brands and noticeably increased the beneﬁts for its cus-

MOTOREX and the comprehensive ALPINE LINE caught

tomers. Pavel Lipenský and his team conﬁrm without

the attention of TopKarMoto’s staff at a PistenBully®

hesitation: “We’ve put together a four-way combination

technical training session. TopKarMoto had long felt

that’s never been seen before in terms of efﬁciency!” •

an unspoken need for top-quality lubricants tested in

www.topkarmoto.cz

an alpine country (Switzerland) for their demanding
alpine infrastructure. As a further plus, MOTOREX’s
FARMER LINE serves another of the general representative’s major market segments. So MOTOREX was
brought into the company’s portfolio as a third famous
import brand.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
“Our customers expect us to be able to give competent
answers to any question they may have”, Pavel Lipenský
tells us in an interview. “That’s why it’s especially important for me to have a lubricant partner who really
knows their way in our ﬁelds and can meet even the
most extreme lubrication challenges with the right
product.” As many as 12 different lubricants are used

MOTOREX MAGAZINE
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The team currently consists of 23 highly motivated employees whose
knowledge and skill in a wide range of ﬁelds is unmatched. Pavel Lipenský
in white t-shirt.
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INSIDE

MAKING

A MOTOREX DRUM
Ordered the previous evening, the green quality drums take just 45 minutes to
produce at the manufacturer’s, before being delivered “just in time” to Langenthal.
There’s a bustling, industrious feel to the steel drum

bungs on separate pieces of production equipment.

plant that has for years been producing quality contain-

Drum bottoms and tops are produced continually and

ers for MOTOREX. The drums are all made at the factory

brieﬂy stored before being fed to the production line

during a single shift. The carefully orchestrated produc-

at just the right moment to be sealed to the drum

tion process is remarkable, fascinating not only from a

shell. The variety is enormous. Now the drum shell

logistical perspective, but especially because the plant

rolls into the forming machines. First it is given a

has no storage space for ﬁnished containers.

ﬂange at the top and bottom; next rolling hoops are
rolled into the shell in precise accordance with the

FORMING THE SHELL

customer’s specifications (5). These rolling hoops dis-

1:34 p.m.: The massive sheet steel coils near the shear at

tribute weight when a full drum is rolled. Next the

the start of the production line are impossible to over-

drum ﬂoors are “married” to the shell and sealed (6).

look (1). Sheets are cut continually from the material

At this point the drum is nearly ﬁnished and is already

being used in the current production batch. These are

functional. The only thing missing is its colourful

then stacked on pallets and fed to the machine for the

wrapper.

The variety is enormous. Now the
drum shell rolls into the forming machines.

INTO THE HEAT IN A GREEN DRESS
A conveyor takes the drums through the paint spray
booth where they receive their green dress (7). Depending on the type, paints can even be changed on the ﬂy
with the conveyor still rolling. The next step is curing

next step in processing (2). A fully automated forming

the thermal paint in the oven for 30 minutes (8).

and welding machine gives the drums their round

Specific product branding is then automatically silk-

shape. The two ends of the sheet are seamlessly joined

screened onto the still-warm drum shells (9). Next, the

by resistance welding (3). Already the drum shell is

plug is screwed into the drum (10). Finally, printing is

nearly ﬁnished.

applied manually to the drum top (11). At the end of the
conveyor, shipping workers load the still-warm drums

16

FLANGING, ROLLING AND MARRYING

onto a waiting truck (12), which departs for Langenthal

The drum ﬂoors are precision-cut (4) and ﬁtted with

at 2:19 p.m. on the dot. •
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INDUSTRY

It takes the highest degree of precision: accurately machined watch components and outstanding technology are the
foundation for Switzerland’s big export hit, the high-quality watch.

A MILLION TIMES, PRECISELY:

EASYDEC TIMEPIECE COMPONENTS
Based in Delémont, Switzerland, bar turning company Easydec has found the key
to producing the tiniest turned parts. As supplier to the leading watchmakers, the
company specializes in large-scale production runs. According to the company’s
proprietor Didier Rebetez, the key success factors are innovative quality management
and a visionary business philosophy.
A high degree of in-house vertical integration is rare

Essentially, all 50 machines are continuously monitored,

among watch movement manufacturers. Most compo-

and manual sampling is used to measure dimensional

nents are made by highly productive supplier firms

accuracy. Quality control staff constantly roam the entire

in the region. As in other sectors nowadays, buyers

plant. The measurement results are analysed by the soft-

demand top quality at competitive prices. This takes a

ware and graphically displayed. The results are clearly

number of success factors along with an integrated

shown on both production floors simultaneously on a

view of the production process.

large display screen. Each machine’s production status
is shown along a time axis. Periods shown in red in-

ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

dicate room for improvement. When improvements

Easydec is committed to continual improvement of all

are implemented, the bar chart turns bright green.

processes. By precisely measuring quality and production

18

performance, the company quickly identiﬁes and elimi-

EXACTING IN EVERY RESPECT

nates sources of error. Production currently takes place on

“To be among the best, companies these days must be

two ﬂoors using 50 or so Tornos CNC machines (Tornos

exacting in every respect”, explains Didier Rebetez in his

Deco 7/10/13/2000/Micro8). Easydec employs the Quick-

interview with us. Among the secrets of his success, he

ControlPro® computer-aided quality control system.

mentions his staff ﬁrst. All Easydec bar turning machine

Parts are optically measured using state-of-the-art
equipment. The results are assessed by a quality control
system using QuickControlPro® software.

An imposing array of Tornos CNC bar turning machines upstairs,
hard at work around the clock.

The responsible Regional Manager of MOTOREX advised
Easydec on the company’s switch to MOTOREX machining
ﬂuids and on every aspect of lubrication technology.

Many precision turned parts for the watchmaking industry, like these
1.19 mm long screws for mechanical movements, are barely recognizable
to the naked eye.

operators are skilled in the very latest machining tech-

and mild odour. What’s more, ORTHO TX doesn’t tend to

niques, such as polygon turning, milling, thread-whirling,

foam or generate excessive oil mist even in unfavourable

knurling… The machines, of course, are equipped with

working conditions.

the optional features required for these techniques.
The Tornos machine pool meets the company’s needs

SWITCHING PAYS OFF

perfectly, running 24 hours a day with extremely high

One particularly positive side-effect of the switch to

output. Still, the machines do require a certain degree of

MOTOREX has been an almost 80% improvement in tool

expertise on the operator’s part along with proper

life for a mass-produced part (a 1.19 mm long 20 AP

maintenance.

steel screw)! A “large” production run at Easydec can
mean anywhere from one hundred thousand to four

MOTOREX UPSTAIRS

million pieces. The outstanding results following the

In their search for the best lubrication solution, it didn’t

switch were reason enough to switch to MOTOREX

take long for Easydec to strike gold. The choice was

for slideway and hydraulic oils as well. All industrial

easy thanks to MOTOREX’s close collaboration with

lubricants have been tested for compatibility, giving the

Tornos, and as the company expanded, it ﬁlled the 22

customer a thoroughly tried-and-tested solution and

upstairs machines with MOTOREX ORTHO TX. This

the utmost process reliability. •

cutting oil is free of both chlorine and heavy metals
and meets even the strictest requirements, guarantee-

Would you like to learn more about the new generation

ing top results even in the most difﬁcult machining

of ORTHO cutting oils and about optimization options

processes with a wide range of materials. The staff

for your applications? Please contact your MOTOREX

appreciate the MOTOREX cutting oil’s low volatility

partner or phone us directly on +41 (0)62 919 74 74.
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NORDIC

Two championship races out of a total of six are held in winter. Whether on snow, ice, gravel, sand or asphalt, the team
is in full control of the Fiesta R2.

GOING FOR GOLD WITH MOTOREX
Rally champions are as typically Swedish as elk and knäckebröd. International rally
history is filled with names like Per-Gunnar Andersson, Björn Waldegård and Stig
Blomqvist. And as this article proves, there is no shortage of up-and-coming talent.
Mattias Adielsson and his co-driver Christoffer Bäck

and Christoffer took second place in the Swedish Junior

made it to the podium last season in the 2012 Swedish

Championship and finished fifth overall in the 2WD

Junior Championship. The thrill of taking second place

sub-1600 cc class. Mattias and his co-driver had the

and a silver medal was enormous, but the 21-year-old’s

enthusiastic support of the whole family.

thirst for gold this racing season is greater still.

THE GOAL: JOIN A MANUFACTURER’S TEAM

20

LIKE FATHER…

Last year the Swedish Car Racing Federation welcomed

Adielsson Motorsport was founded by Mats Adielsson,

Mattias and Christoffer to the Swedish National Junior

Mattias’s father, who has been a familiar name in the

Team. This group’s purpose is to systematically prepare

Swedish rally community for over 30 years. His son

young talent for a future as a professional rally driver. In

Mattias launched his motor racing career in a go-cart at

2012 Mattias and Christoffer got the chance to breathe the

age nine. The father’s passion and the hours spent in

same air as the racing royalty as interns at the World Rally

Mats’s car and workshop seem to have rubbed off on the

Car Championship (WRC) in Portugal and Germany, just

son, who entered his ﬁrst rally season as a junior driver

as Loeb and other pros had done before them. This is how

three years ago and took part in no less than 25 races.

the WRC encourages young talent, nurturing the dream of

And won 17 of them! Then in the 2012 season Mattias

ﬁnding a place on one of the famous manufacturers’ teams.

Preparation is everything – and of course MOTOREX is a
key part of the team.

The Adielsson motor racing team is well-prepared to start the new season.
This time they’re reaching for the top spot on the podium!

Highly motivated: Driver Mattias Adielsson drove as a WRC
intern during the 2012 season. Since then his next big goal
has been clear.

Mattias Adielsson (driver, right) and Christoffer Bäck (co-driver) are regarded
as up-and-coming talent. This season they’re aiming straight at the gold.

170 ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY HP

was never a single lubricant-related problem. One of the

Mattias drives a 170-horsepower front-wheel-drive Ford

team’s mechanics was even heard to say that MOTOREX

Fiesta R2. Power to spare is not the car’s strong suit, so

offers “racing quality” in its standard product range…

a perfect line and clean driving style are all the more
necessary. But the team is clean in more ways than one,

AN EXCITING 2013

using ASPEN fuel exclusively. “Rally racing in Sweden

The 2013 season will kick off with two winter rallies

has to be as environmentally friendly as possible”,

and continue with another four races throughout the

Mattias tells us enthusiastically. “It’s important for the

country in the summer. Painstaking preparation in the

environment and for our public image. But it’s also

garage and many test kilometres lay the groundwork for

exciting to see how much performance we can squeeze

exceptionally good prospects of victory. The team also

out of Swedish-made ASPEN E85 ethanol fuel.”

recently tested a new chassis and tires. The team manager, Mats Adielsson, is full of conﬁdence for the coming

WITH MOTOREX IN THE RACE

season: “The car, the driver, the co-driver and the entire

The still-young relationship with MOTOREX has been a

service crew are in top shape so we can approach the

great success from the start. Lubricants from the MOTOREX

starting line knowing we’re ready”, he explained to Leif

range were used in every race of the 2012 season. In the

Reimelid, sales director for MOTOREX NORDIC AB. •

engine, MOTOREX XPERIENCE FS-X SAE 0W/40 gets the
job done, while PENTA LS 75W/140 GL-5 transmission ﬂu-

For the racing schedule and more info on Adielsson

id takes care of the gearbox. During all of the races, there

Motorsport, visit: www.adielssonmotorsport.com
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BOX
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Lightweight design, zero emissions
– not only did the Flintstones’ car
bring a smile to the face of generations of cartoon fans, it was way
ahead of its time. The Lüsslingen/
Nennigkofen gymnastics club had
the audience not just smiling, but
laughing out loud at a recent evening
of entertainment. Under the general theme of “time travel”, the
Wednesday evening group drew the

GETTING AROUND WITH
PLENTY OF YABBA DABBA DOO!
Stone Age as topic for its skit. The

built the Flintstones car in the

fort. Wilma Flintstone would un-

team quickly rejected the idea of

photo. The vehicle is fully road-

doubtedly have found the emer-

a lumbering mammoth-style gym-

worthy and powered by one or two

ald-green rollers enchanting, and

nastics routine. Instead Rolf Bläsi,

operators – provided they have

Fred would surely have responded

manager at the Aeschlimann AG

sturdy footwear and are none too

to the sight with a hearty “yabba

bar-turning plant in Lüsslingen,

particular about their seating com-

dabba doo!" •

DID YOU KNOW THAT IN CHINA…

OTTOREX
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A growing number of people in the

ﬁll their customers’ bikes with any

Middle Kingdom are choosing pre-

brand but MOTOREX. Beijing Motor-

mium quality. For example, MOTOREX’s

way Motorcycle Co. Ltd is located in

new MOTOLINE distributor in Bei-

Chaoyang District, Beijing’s trendy

jing exclusively imports brand-name

arts district, and has become a popu-

products like Abus locks, Givi lug-

lar meeting point among the city’s

gage systems and Revit apparel. As

motorbike aficionados. So it’s no

ofﬁcial BMW dealer and motorcycle

surprise at all that MOTOREX is a

specialist for leading makes such as

perfect ﬁt for the diligent entrepre-

KTM and Ducati, the owner Lv Fei

neur’s business model. •

and his eight-person team refuse to

www.527motor.com

Durable, hard-wearing and extremely comfortable: our latest workshop polo shirt.
Our new vest will also add a stylish touch.

POLOSHIRT WORK

ANTHRACITE VEST

Hard-wearing workshop shirt for everyday use. 55%

Outer material 100% nylon (ripstop),

cotton, 45% polyester. Outer made of polyester retains

inner material 100% polyester.

colour and shape; inner made of cotton for ultimate

Woven MOTOREX logo at chest height.

comfort when worn. Embroidered MOTOREX logo on

Inner mobile phone pocket. Double zip.

the breast pocket.

Colour: Anthracite.

Available sizes: S–XXL

Available sizes: S–XXL

Article no: S 451020, M 451021,

Article no: S 450993, M 450995,

L 451022, XL 451023, XXL 451024

L 450996, XL 450997, XXL 450998

For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine.
Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability, price and delivery time of the above articles. Thank you.

Photo: KTM Images, S. Cudby

WORLD CHAMPIONS GIVE IT ALL
THEY’VE GOT. BUT THEY DEMAND
THAT LITTLE BIT MORE.

WHY DO YOU THINK THEY
SWEAR BY US?
From start to ﬁnish, no fewer than 11 world champions, 2 European champions and 8 national champions in
major competitions relied on support from MOTOREX in 2012. Talent, experience, stamina and the will to win
are what spur them on, the certainty of leaving nothing to chance what keeps them ahead. Simply being better:
that’s what MOTOREX stands for, too. Which is why we’re the right partner for riders. Find out more about how
our lubricants help competitors in a vast range of sports in their quest for success: www.motorex.com

